
PSHE Teacher Checklist

❏ Check the calendar and your emails to ensure you are delivering the correct session
❏ Have the slides ready on the board for when your students arrive to ensure a prompt start
❏ Read through the slides before the session and email lisa.smith@forestgatecst.org with 

any questions/concerns
❏ Think about the content of the sessions, decide how you are going to explain these ideas 

to your class
❏ Check the speaker notes for any key questions or instructions for each task
❏ If necessary differentiate the content of the lesson to meet the needs of the pupils in your 

form, you know them best
❏ Discuss with your TA about who they can best support in this session
❏ Plan with co-tutor who will deliver which activities



Starter: Today we will be speaking 
about healthy and unhealthy 

relationships and 
self-esteem. 

Please, remember our 
ground rules and always 
share ideas respectfully. 

KWK table help: 

What is an expectation? 

How do you think people 
should be treated? 

PSHE focus: Relationships 
Education

Do I expect enough for myself? Date

Recall Remember if you need someone to talk to someone please speak to a member of the 
safeguarding team or  email: reportit@forestgatecst.org 

Challenge: How easy is it to think about 
ourselves and the positive things we 
deserve? 

Complete a KWK table based on the Big Question. 

I already know... I want to know… Key 
takeaways…

One thing I would like to know is … Sir/Miss

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_W0bSen8Qjg
mailto:reportit@petcheyacademy.org.uk


New Information Remember if you need someone to talk to someone please speak to a member of the 
safeguarding team or  email: reportit@forestgatecst.org 

Turn and Talk: What does respect mean? What does 
being respectful look like? (Name some respectful 

behaviours?) 

Respect means that you accept 
somebody for who they are, even when 
they're different from you or you don't 

agree with them.  

Respect is not blindly agreeing with 
and doing everything another person 

says. We can disagree respectfully.

Respectful behaviours: 
Holding the door open, 

saying hello/smiling, 
listening, not answering 

back, not ignoring or 
speaking over someone 

etc.  

PSHE focus: Relationships 
Education

Do I expect enough for myself? Date

Challenge: Can I respect someone even if I do not like them? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_W0bSen8Qjg
mailto:reportit@petcheyacademy.org.uk


New Information Remember if you need someone to talk to someone please speak to a member of the 
safeguarding team or  email: reportit@forestgatecst.org

Turn and Talk: How can we disagree respectfully? Are there 
any instances where we won’t agree but will still need to do 

what’s asked of us? 

Yes in life there are always those that know a little bit more than us. 
Take for example teachers. There will be instances where you may not 
agree with or like what they are saying and asking you to do. 

How do you maintain respect in those situations? 

1. Trust that they have your best interest at heart.
2. Listen to what they are saying and follow their instructions.
3. Find a time where you can go back to them afterwards to gain a 

greater understanding why they did what they did.  

PSHE focus: Relationships 
Education

Do I expect enough for myself? Date

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_W0bSen8Qjg
mailto:reportit@petcheyacademy.org.uk


Challenge: How can we be respectful, even when we believe someone is not being respectful to 
us. 

New Information Remember if you need someone to talk to someone please speak to a member of the 
safeguarding team or  email: reportit@forestgatecst.org

Turn and Talk: What does 
this picture mean? 

Do you agree with it?

Can you control someone’s 
rude behaviour? What can 

you always control? 

PSHE focus: Relationships 
Education

Do I expect enough for myself? Date

mailto:reportit@petcheyacademy.org.uk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_W0bSen8Qjg


Guided Practice Remember if you need someone to talk to someone please speak to a member of the 
safeguarding team or  email: reportit@forestgatecst.org

PSHE focus: Relationships 
Education

Do I expect enough for myself? Date

Let’s read through the image.

Do you understand all the elements 
in the ‘in my control’ section? 

Create a list of the following: 
- Your boundaries (what you like 

and dislike people doing to you). 
- What you do in your free 

time/what you enjoy doing. 
- How you would like to be treated.
- How you can handle 

conflict/arguments well. 

Challenge: Why is this an important 
activity/task? 

mailto:reportit@petcheyacademy.org.uk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ASKMcdCc3g


T6 Expressing an 
opinion

T7 Adding 
Information

In my point of view…
I believe…
It seems to me that…
It seems….
In my opinion…
As far as I can see…
As I see it…

Another example to 
support that idea is…
I also want to add…
I also think that…
To add…
In addition…

Follow your ground 
rules for debate: 

Remember your 
form group contract

CLASS DISCUSSION

Take 3 minutes to prepare your notes 
on the following quote.

‘If we believed human life was truly 
a precious and remarkable thing 

we would respect everyone even if 
another person does not respect 

us’. 

To what extent do you agree? 

SLOP

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

Remember if you need someone to talk to someone please speak to a member of the 
safeguarding team or  email: reportit@forestgatecst.org

PSHE focus: Relationships 
Education

Do I expect enough for myself? Date

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ASKMcdCc3g
mailto:reportit@petcheyacademy.org.uk


Plenary

In green pen, Write down 1 key takeaway from today’s 
lesson in your table. Be ready to share it with the class as 
we leave.  

I already know... I want to know… Key takeaways…

Remember if you need someone to talk to someone please speak to a member of the 
safeguarding team or  email: reportit@forestgatecst.org

PSHE focus: Relationships 
Education

Do I expect enough for myself? Date

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xG2aJa6UyY
mailto:reportit@petcheyacademy.org.uk


Plenary

RAG the self reflection section for today’s big question

PSHE focus: Relationships 
Education

Do I expect enough for myself? Date

Do I expect 
enough for 
myself?

I am beginning to 
understand my personal 
values, beliefs, needs 
(hierarchy of needs) and 
that in school and in wider 
society I can expect to be 
treated with respect by 
others.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xG2aJa6UyY


If you want to talk to someone about today’s lesson:
● Tutor
● Head of Learning
● PSHE Teacher
● The safeguarding team
● Childline: 0800 1111 www.childline.org.uk

Want more support or information?

Remember if you need someone to talk to someone please speak to a member of the 
safeguarding team or  email: reportit@forestgatecst.org

PSHE focus: Relationships 
Education

Is trust the foundation of every Relationship? Date

http://www.childline.org.uk/
mailto:reportit@petcheyacademy.org.uk


Why not email your question to Mrs Smith

Do you have any questions on this topic? Is there 
anything that you would like to comment on? Or that 

worries you?

Questions

Remember if you need someone to talk to someone please email: 
safeguarding@cumberlandcst.org or reportingit@cumberlandcst.org  

Remember if you need someone to talk to someone please speak to a member of the 
safeguarding team or  email: reportit@forestgatecst.org

PSHE focus: Relationships 
Education

Is trust the foundation of every Relationship? Date

mailto:safeguarding@cumberlandcst.org
mailto:reportingit@cumberlandcst.org
mailto:reportit@petcheyacademy.org.uk


Appreciation Shoutout!

#Attitudeofgratitude

I would like to give a shoutout to…

The reason I would like to give a 
shoutout to…..is….

I appreciated this because...

E.G: I would like to give a shoutout to Omith. The reason I would like to give a 
shout out to Omith is for his excellent effort in cross country.  I appreciated 
this because it showed to me how much he cares about his education and 
shows how well he wants to do.

Remember, everyone has something to be 
thankful for no matter how small.


